Sit or sleep in comfort

Sit or sleep in comfort with Dreme™. The sleepover bench comfortably seats several people and converts into a generous sleep surface. Designed to maximize floor space, Dreme is the perfect addition for patient and resident rooms.

Its long and narrow design accommodates smaller spaces and can fit below windowpanes to welcome natural light. The cushion is standard in high density Ultracell bio foam. Optional moisture barrier and sealed seams solutions are available for infection prevention control.
It’s in the details

Bench easily converts to a sleeping space

Cushion folds out and over so that the surface you sit on is not the surface you sleep on

For added comfort, seating/sleeping surface is standard with high density Ultracell bio foam

Clean out space between seat cushion and back for easy housekeeping and infection prevention control

Bench position dimensions 79”w x 21”d x 19.75”h
Sleep position dimensions 79”w x 37”d x 15.25”h

Heavy duty wheels are standard

Sleeping surface allows bed sheets to be tucked in place

Pull-out platform is supported by metal drawer slides for strength and durability
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